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I NTRODUCl'I ON

This publication presents information of which you should be aware
when programming with the MVT version of the IBM System/360 Operating
System for t~he IBM System/360 Model 91. The major sections of the book
are concerned with the following:
• Instruct,ion-processing techniques of the Model 91, including the
concepts of an imprecise interruption and a pipe-line drain, and the
sequence of the instruction-executions.
• Considerations regarding the results of floating-point operations
and the manner in which thase results ~n the Model 91) are different from the results of the same operations on the other models.
• Changes to the supervisory functions of the operating system. These
functions include the consideration of user-exit specifications for
imprecise interruptions, a broadening of interruption-handling features, and the introduction of a routine to simUlate decimal
instructions.
• Language processor considerations for Model 91 programming. The
main areas here are concerned with FORTRAN and PL/I programs.
• The application of the CENPROCS, the SUPRVSOR, and the SCHEDULR
macro instructions to Model 91 programming. The operand parameter
requirements and changes for these macro instructions are described.
• The use of the IBM 2250 Display Unit lVlodel 1 as a system operator I s
console. General considerations are presented, and sections pertaining to the description of the device and to operator techniques
are included.
• An estimate of the storage requirements of the operating system for
the Model 91. 'I'his section includes both the main storage and the
auxiliary storage requirements.

Introduction
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INSTRUCTION PROCESSING

The IBM System/360 Model 91 (hereinafter referred to as the Model 91)
is designed for scientific programming applications that require high
speed internal processing. This speed is achieved by using efficient
algorithms and concurrent operations (i.e., parallel, out-of-sequence
processing of instructions within the various elements of the central
processing unit (CPU».
The physical ordering of instructions within a
program determines the instruction decoding order but does not necessarily determine the order of instruction execution. The decoder unit
of the instruction processor identifies each instruction and delivers
the instruction to the appropriate execution unit (or element) of the
cpu. Each instruction is executed by the unit to which i t has been
assigned and at a time determined by the relat.ionship between that unit
and other execution units.
As a consequence of the routing of instructions to different execution units, there may be, concurrently, severa.l instructions at different phases of execution in the CPU.
Under certain conditions (see
the following list of event~ , the decoder halts operation, and the
instructions that have already been decoded are executed.
This latter
action is referred to as a "pipe-line drain" and is initiated by one of
the following events:

• A program exception is detected •
• A request is received frow an input/outpu1: channel.

• A signal is received from either the timer, the interrupt key, or an
external unit.
• A machine malfunction occurs.
• A status-switching instruction
encountered.

(e.g., LGAD PSW, SUPERVISOR CALL)

is

INTERRUPTIONS
Supervisor Call, external, machine check, and I/O interruptions are
nandled on the Model 91 in the same manner as for other models.
(For
details, see the Model 91 Functional Characteristics publication.)
Due to the concurrency of operations that may occur on the Model 91,
the detection of a program exception (i.e., a hardware occurrence) may
occur during the execution of an ~nstruction that is no longer addressed
by the current program status word (PSW).
A program interruption caused
in this manner is termed 'imprecise' since the offending instruction
cannot be precisely identified by the instruction address in the PSW.
Note:
In this discussion, an interruption iE a suspension of normal
program activities.
Ifvhenever a program excep1:.J.on occurs, the c.ecoding of further program
instructions ceases, and the execution of all instructions that have
been decoded (i.e., that are in the frocess of .teing executed) is completed before the resulting interruption is handled.
During the period
of time required for this completion process (i.e., the pipe-line
drain) , one or more additional program excep1:ions may be detected.
If
so, the result is a multiple-imprecise-interruption situation, which is

one that contains a series of program exceftions, in addition to the one
originally triggering the program interruption.
Because a program exception may result in either an imprecise or a
precise intE~rrup1:.ion, a method has been established so that the program
old PS'\AJ indicates which type has been encountered. The content and significance of the pertinent PSW fields for interruption indication are
discussed in the section "Specify Program Interruption Exit," and they
are outlined in Appendix A. Since the instruction that causes a program
interruption may not always be identified (i.e., may be imprecise) , on
the Model 91 a program that depends upon only precise program interruptions may not be executed as anticipated.

SEQUENTIAL INSTRUC'l'ION EXECUTION
For a program section that requires the serial or sequential execution of instructions, the following I no-operation I instruction also
initiates a pipe-line drain:
BCR

M,O

where M

*

0

The implementation of this instruction on the Model 91 insures that all
the instructions preceding it are executed before the instruction succeeding it i.s decoded.
It is recommended that use of this instruction
be rninimized~e such use may affect the performance of the Model 91.
It should be noted that isolating an instruction by preceding it and
succeeding it with the aforementioned BCR instruction eliminates multiple imprecise interruptions from more than one instruction by virtue
of the pipe-line drain effect. However, since mUltiple exceptions may
occur in onE! inst~ruction, this technique does not eliminate a multiple
imprecise interruption nor does it change an imprecise interruption into
a precise interruption. The use of the BCR instruction does not assure
a programmer that he can fix up an error situation. In general, the
only information available will be the address of the no-operation
(i.e., BC~ instruction. The length of the instruction preceding the
BCR instruction is not recorded, and generally there is no way to determine what that instruction is.
NONSEQUENTIA,L INSTRUCTION EXECUTION
The CPU maintains a logical consistency with respect to its own
operations, including the beginning and ending of I/O operations, but it
does not assume responsibility for such consistency in the operations
performed by asynchronous units.
Consequently, for any asynchronous
unit that depends upon a strict adherence to sequential ~r seria~
execution, a problem program must set uf its own procedures to ensure
the proper instruction sequence.
The following example taken from the Program Controlled Interruption
(PCI) appendage for dynamic buffer allocation in the Basic Telecommunications Access Method (BTAM) illustrates the dependence of an asynchronous channel progr'am upon serial execution. The example also demonstrates the use of the previously-mentioned IBCR I instruction to effect
serial execution.
The purpose of the PCI appendage is to maintain an uninterrupted
transmission of data into main storage. The controlling factors in this
transmission are the availability of buffers and the ability ~f the
appendage routine) to modify and chain two channel programs. Each channel program consists of the following two channel command word (CCW)
chains:
Instruction Processing
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Chain 1:

Chain 2:

CCW1

READ

(into a buffer, with Data Chaining
PCI flags)

CCw2

READ

(into CCW3, with Skip (SKIP) and Suppress
Length Indication (SLI) flags)

CCW3

READ

(into a buffer

CCW4

READ

(into CCW1 with SKIP and SLI flags)

wit~

~D)

and

CD and PCI flags)

Description of the channel programs follows:
1.

In Chain 1, CCW1 is initialized with the first available buffer
address.

2.

The address fields for CCw2 and CCW4 initially contain the storage
addresses of CCW3 and CCW1, respectively.

3.

When the PCI interruption in CCW1 occurs, the PCI appendage routine
determines the address of the next available buffer and stores it
into the address field of CCW3.

4.

The command code in CCW2 is changed from a 'READ' to a 'transferin-channel' (TIC), and the command code in CCW4 is reset to 'READ'
as shown in Chain 2.
(Not~:
the first time through the channel
program, CCW4 is already set to uREAD'.)

5.

When the PCI interruption in CCW3 occurs, the PCI appendage routine
determines the address of the next available buffer (after the one
indicated in step 3) and stores it into the address field of CCW1.

6.

The command code in CCw4 is changed from a 'READ' to a 'TIC', and
the command code in CCW2 is reset to 'READ' as shown in Chain 1.

Steps 3 through 6 of the preceding sequence of events continue until
the input data transmission has been completed. The PCI appendage
instructions that accomplish the alteration of the CCWs are:
ST

(available buffer address into CCW3

(or CCW1»

BCR

15, 0

MVI

(into CCW2

(or CCW4) , the code for a 'TIC' command)

MVI

(into CCW4

(or CCW2), the code for a 'READ' command)

On the Model 91, use of the BCR instruction effects a pipe-line drain
to ensure that the proper buffer address is stored before the READ Gommand is changed to d TIC command. If, as could happen on the Model 91
when the BCR instruction is omitted, the MVI instructions were completed
out of sequence (i.e., before the ST instructio~, the channel could
fetch a READ (into buffer) command with an old buffer address. In such
a situation, the new input would overlay the cld data, and the results
could be serious.
Note: In this example, it is assumed that the PCI appendage instructions necessary to alter the format of the CCWs were executed before the
channel fetched the "READ xx
~KIP,SLI)" comrrand.
If, in a given
situation, this is not the case, then the fetching of the "READ xx
(SKIP, SLI)" command is executed wi thout transfE~r of data and causes a
normal termination. Then the appropriate channel program must be
restarted at the expense of additional input/output time.
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FLOATING-POINT OPERATIONS

For the Model 91, floating-point operations are somewhat different
than they are on other models. The three cases involving differences
are discussed in the following sections.
FLOATING-POINT DIVIDE
On the Model 91, the quotient of a floating-point divide operation
may be different from the quotient obtained on other models using the
same dividend and divisor. If the division results in a remainder of
zero, the quotient is the same regardless of the machine model. For
nonzero remainders, the quotient on the Model 91 will always be either
equal to or great:er than the quotient (for the same division problem) on
other models.
If the quotient is greater, its absolute value is greater
by a numerical amount equal to one in the low-order bit position (of the
quotien~.
For short-precision results, the low-order bit is bit 31.
For long-precision results, the low-order bit is bit 63.
It is possible for this one-bit difference to te reflected by an
increase in the characteristic of the quotient. In this case, there
could be a set of dividend/divisor pairs which could produce varying
results between the Model 91 and other models. One example of this
might be a dividend/divisor pair that produces an overflow condition on
the Model 91 and a number within the normal range on another model.
Another example might produce a normal number on the Model 91 and an
underflow condition on another model.
EXPONENT OVERFLOW
A floating-point exponent overflow exception results in the maximum
floating-point number (see the publication IBM System/360 Principles of
Operation) being placed in the 'result' register. The correct sign of
the result is appended to the result in the register. For operations
using long-precision, all 56 of the fraction bits in the register are
set to one. For operations using short-precision, the low-order 32 bits
in the register remain unchanged. In addition and subtraction, the condition code reflects the sign of the result. This exception produces an
imprecise interruption.
EXPONENT UNDERFLOW
The result of an exponent underflow exception is that a true zero is
placed in the 'result' register. For long-precision operations, all 56
of the fraction bits in the register are set to zero. For shortprecision operations, the low-order 32 bits in the register remain
unchanged. In addition and subtraction, the condition code is set to
zero. This exception produces an imprecise interruption if the mask bit
(bit 38) in the PSW is set to one.
Note: Whenever an interruption occurs
system routines provide the setting of
requested. To maintain compatibility,
the hardware of t~he Model 91 since the
the programming t.echnique.

on other models of System/360,
the result register when
these operations are performed in
imprecise interruption prohibits

Floating-Point Operations
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SUPERVISOR SERVICES

For the Model 91, supervisor services that differ from those on other
models are the use of the Specify Program Interruption Exit {SPIEl macro
instruction, the Program First-Level Interruption Handler (PFLIH) routine, and the Decimal Simulator UEAXDSO~ routine.

SPECIFY PROGRAM INTERRUPTION EXIT
The SPIE macro instruction permits a probleIT program to selectively
process program interruptions rather than have the control program
abnormally terminate a task.
A programmer may specify his own exit routine and the types of interruptions which cause control to be given to
the routine. If a program interruption of a type not specified in the
SPIE macro instruction occurs, the control prcgram's abnormal termination routine is given control.
For precise program interruptions on the Model 91 (as for all program
interruptions on other models of the IBM Systern/360), there is one, and
only one, program exception recorded (in the FSW) per interruption.
However, to indicate imprecise and multiple irrprecise interruptions, the
introduction of ten new pgsitiopal bit §etting§ in the program old PSW
is provided. K un1que bit in the PSW is defined~or each of the ten
exceptions that can cause imprecise interruptions. Therefore, as a
result of a pipe-line drain after an exception, one interruption could
have caused all ten types of program exceptions to be recorded in the
PSW.
Mul ti,ele occurrenc~s of a ..9i.~~ wou ld . . be shown since the
appropr1ate nit is set only when the first of any g1ven type of exception occurs.
Because of the possibility of imprecise interruptions and the introduction of new positions in the program old PEW, two additional considerations are required whenever a user exit routine is called to service
program interruptions.
If imprecise interruptions cause the recording of a type or types of
exceptions not specified by a SPIE macro instruction, the task is
abnormally terminated. Therefore, to ensure that a user's exit routine
receives control, all ten of the exceptions that can cause an imprecise
interruption should be specified in the SPIE rrlacro instruction, although
only one exception may be of interest in a given situation. Within the
user's exit routine, the recorded program exceptions can be screened,
and the exit routine can determine the severity of the situation (i.e.,
either terminate the task or continue processing) without processing all
of the exceptions that may have been present.
The second required consideration for exit routines is the recognition of imprecise and precise interruption cases. This can be done by
interrogating both the interruption code and the instruction-length code
in the program old PSW.1 The two cases can be distinguished as follows:
1Appendix A contains details of the program old PSW.
10
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Program PSW
Bits
16-25
26-31
32-33

Interruption
Precise
zero
at least one nonzero
at least one nonzero

Imprecise
at least one nonzero
zero
zero

Although certain types of interruptions are normally imprecise on the
Model 91 (see the IBM System/360 Model 91 Functional Characteristics
publication), a SPIE routine should be aware of situations in which the
program old PSW records these interruptions as precise. For example, if
the Decimal Simulator routine (see a later section in this publication)
detects protection or data exceptions, precise interruptions are
simulated.

PROGRAJ.1 FIRST-LEVEL INTERRUPTION HANDLER
The Program First-Level Interruption Handler (PFLIH) routine is redesigned for 1:he Model 91 to ensure that the program interruption
mechanism is handled in a consistent manner. Three major differences
should be recognized..
The firs·t difference occurs only when a decimal simulator routine is
included in the Gontrol program. Under this condition, a decimal operation code (which always will appear on the Model 91 as an invalid operation code) causes the PFLIH routine to invoke the decimal simulator
routine.
The second difference is that if a decimal simulator routine is not
included in the Gontrol program, and if the TESTRAN program is in control when a decimal operation code is encountered, the PFLIH routine
returns cont~rol t:o a TESTRAN error routine, which terminates the task.
The third difference is the inclusion of coding to verify that either
an imprecisE! or a multiple imprecise interruption contains only those
exceptions that are a subset of the exceptions specified by the execution of a SPIE macro instruction. If this condition is satisfied, a
user's routine is given control. Otherwise, the task is abnormally
terminated.
Note: When an imprecise or a multiple-imprecise program interruption
causes a task to be terminated, the completion code is noCO" since the
last digit reflects the decimal content of bits 26-31 in the program old
PSW.

DECIMAL SIMULATOR;
With the exception of the Edit (EDIT) and Edit and Mark (EDMK)
instructions, the~ Model 91 is not equipped with the decimal instruction
feature. An optional Decimal Simulator (IEAXDSOO) routine is provided
to accept decimal arithmetic instructions.
When a decimal operation exception is detected, a precise program
interruption occurs. If a decimal simulator routine is not included in
the operating system, either the task is terminated or control goes to a
programmer exit routine if a SPIE macro instruction specifying invalid
operation codes has been executed. If a decimal simulator routine is
included in the operating system, it is given control. As far as the
individual programmer is concerned, problem programs will be executed
without modification; that is, the effect of the simulated decimal
arithmetic operation is transparent to a user.

~izeul ~
Supelvi;or Services
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All conditions which would ordinarily (if the decimal instruction
feature were provided) result in a program interruption (e.g., addressing exceptions, data exceptions, etc.)
are detected. In the general
case, all exceptions are treated as if they were detected by the hardware except that the condition code and the contents of main storage are
unchanged. Each condition is noted by setting the appropriate interruption code in the program old PSW. Control is returned to the interruption handler routine for action such as passing control to a SPIE routine or terminating the task. All exceptions occurring during decimal
simulation are recorded by the Decimal Simulator routine as precise
interruptions.
On the Model 91, there are two cases in which the IBM Decimal Simulator (IEAXDSOO) routine takes special action. The first case involves a
decimal overflow condition. A problem answer is calculated, and the
result is placed in a main storage location that is addressed by the
first operand. The result consists of the 10VJ-order portion of the true
result and~. trunc~.t.d..to the length speciflea by the flrst operana:---~-condltion code in the PSW is set to three.
If the decimal overflow
mask bit in the PSW is zero, the Decimal Simulator routine returns control to the program from which it was given centrol. If the mask bit is
one, control is returned to the Program First-Level Interruption Handler
routine.
In the second case, i f the TESTRAN program is in either the 'trace'
or the 'go back' mode, the Decimal Simulator routine recognizes the
situation and returns control as specified by the TESTRAN program.
If
an exception is detected during the course of a decimal simulation, the
Decimal Simulator routine returns control to the Program First Level
Interruption Handler routine, which eventuall}' returns control to the
TESTRAN program.

I

Note: The use of decimal instructions should be minimized when the
Decimal Simulator routine is used on a Model 91. Decimal Simulation
requires both a relatively long execution time and that the central processing unit (CP~ be disab~uring simulation. Thus, functions relying upon time-dependent res[,onses would not be able to utilize the CPU
in a consistently responsive manner.
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LANGUAGE PROCESSORS

The majority of language programs written for the IBM System/360
Operating System require no special modifications for execution on the
Model 91.
However, certain differences do exist as indicated in the
following sections.

ASSEMBLER
Programs coded in the assembly language can be executed without any
further considerations beyond those already mentioned in this publication. However, more efficient use of the CPU with resulting improvement
in performance can be gained by a study of the coding and time considerations outlined in the appendixes of the publication IBM S stem/36:.
)
Model 91 Functional Characteristics.
-'2f1~t;;q

A2..1 - 6'00+

Note:
If a program uses decimal arithmetic, a decimal simulator routine
must be included in the control program.

COBOL AND RPG
Compared to other models, increases in ~erformance on the Model 91
may be realized only for programs in which the use of decimal arithmetic
is minimized.

FORTRAN
For programs coded in FORTRAN, the major areas in which considerations must be taken when applied to the Model 91 involve:
• The action of the object time program interruption exit routine.
• A boundary adjustment routine.
PROGRAM

INTERRUP,]~ION

EXIT ROUTINE

The library subroutine that handles interruptions has been modified
to recognizE~ precise, imprecise, and rrulti~le imprecise interruptions.
Multiple imprecise interruptions may require that the subroutine set
more than one of the indicators (for divide check, exponent overflow,
and exponent~ undE~rf low) •
Modificat~ions are made to the message that is issued for the following program exceptions:

• Fixed-point divide
• Decimal divide
• Floating-point exponent overflow
• Floating-point exponent underflow
• Floating-point divide
Language Processors
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The format of the message issued is
IHC210I PROGRAM INTERRUPT

(x)

OLD PSW IS Y

where x represents one of the letters P (for precise), I (for imprecise) , or M (for multiple in.precise of dif~y§e.D1 classes) , and y is the
hexadecimal representation of the program
~w.
BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT ROUTINES
Specification of optional routines provide boundary adjustroents for,
or simUlation of, instructions that cause sFecification exceptions.
However, the nature of these 'fix-up' routines requires the identification of the instruction that causes the exception. Since specification
exceptions on the Model 91 generate imprecise interruptions, boundary
adjustments cannot be made.
Thus, when the FCRTRAN library is specified
for the Model 91 (see the section "System Generation") , boundary alignment must not be requested.
Note:
If boundary alignment is requested when the FORTRAN library is
specified for the Model 91, the related task eventually may be terminated for the following reason. Boundary alignment is made with
respect to the instruction addressed ty the program old PSW, tut since
the related interruption may have been imprecise, the old PSW may not
contain the address of the offending instruction.

PL/I
PL/I programs that are to be run on the Model 91 should be compiled
using the nM91" compiler option.
(The standard default for this option
is HNOM91".)
This option may be set during system generation time or
may be specified in the J?ARN field of the EXEC statement used for a compilation.
In the iniplementation of this oFtion, the PL/I (F) processor
and library have been modified to perrrit source language processing of
imprecise program interruptions. The compiler inserts 'no-operation'
instructions (see the section nCompilation n) at certain points in the
program, and an External Symbol Dictionary (ESD) entry is created for
the PL/I library module IHE~191, which is required only when an object
program is to be executed on a Model 91. Module IHEM91 provides the
facilities:
• for detecting multiple-exception imprecise interruptions
• for setting the value that is returned by the ONCOUNT built-in function (discussed further on)
• and for raising the appropriate PL/I conditions
Programs that are compiled under the "M91" option are also executable
on other IBM System/360 models supported by the IBM System/360 Operating
System.
COMPILATION
The implementation of the PL/I compilation process for the Model 91
is indicated in the following manner. A method of localizing imprecise
program interruptions to a particular segment of a program by using the
'no-operation' instruction "BeR M,O" has teen previously described (see
the section "Sequential Execution"). Specification of the "M91" option
causes the PL/I compiler to generate object-code BCR instructions to
insure that interruption processing results in the correct action as
14

specified in a PL/I source program.
instruction is generated are:

The situations in which the BCR

• Before an "aNI! statement.
• Before a "REVERT" statement.
• Before compiled code to set the "SIZE" condition.
• Before compiled code to change prefix options.
• For a null statement.
(,This feature provides the programmer with
source language control over the timing of program interruptions.)
PARM field of
debugging tool.)

• Before every statement if the~~~~
the EXEC statement) is used.

The average PL/I program can be executed without signil~ca~~ degradation in speed or space requirements. However, use of the .ST
option
will cause ~ the execution time and the Qbject-cod~ space requirements to increase t in dl.rect proportion to the number of statements in
the program. The benefits obtained as a result of the debugging aid
that this option gives, should offset and justify these increases.

'0

EXECUTION
If the M91 compiler is specified, the PL/I library module IHEM91 is
included when the object module is linkage-edited, and it is called when
an imprecise interruption is detected. This module provides the facilities for detecting multiple-exception imprecise interruptions, setting
the value returned by the ONCOUNT built-in function, and raising the
appropriate PL/I conditions. When a (PL/I) program interruption on the
Model 91 results from multiple program exceptions, only one of the PL/I
conditions (given in (1) and (2) below) is raised for each type of
exception indicated. The order of processing of the exceptions is as
follows:
1.

PL/I conditions in the order:
• UNDERFLOW
• FIXEDOVERFLOW or SIZE
• ERROR if system action is required for either FIXEDOVERFLOW or
SIZE
• OVERFLOW
• ERROR if system action is required for OVERFLOW
• ZERODIVIDE
• ERROR if system action is required for ZERODIVIDE
The conditions FIXEDOVERFLOW and SIZE cannot occur together since
the same hardware condition raises both of them.
Language Processors
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2.

Other hardware exceptions in the order:
• data
• specification
• addressing
• protection

Conditions and exceptions are raised in the
the following situations occurs:
• A "GO TO" statement arising out of an
other exceptions will then be lost.

p~eceding

'ON~unit'

order until one of

is executed.

All

• The 'ERROR-condition' is raised.
If the :?rogram is terminated as a
result of this action (i.e., systerr actio~1 causing the ERROR condition to be raised, followed by the FINISH condition), messages will
be printed to indicate the nature of the "Jnprocessed exceptions.
The exceptions themselves will net be ~rocessed.
The ONCOUNT Built-In Function
If a program interruption is a multiple-exception imprecise interruption, the "ONCOUNT" built-in function provide3 a count ~n the form of a
binary integer) of the number of exception tYges (not PL/I ONconditions), including the current one, remaining to be processed.
If
this ("ONCOUNT") function is used when only a single exception has
occurred, or if it is used outside of an 'ON-1lnit', a count value of
zero is indicated.
MODEL 91 OBJECT-TIME DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
If PL/I object-time diagnostic messages art= issued as a result of an
imprecise interruption, the words "AT OFFSET •.• " are replaced by "NEAR
OFFSET ••• ", since in these circumstances the instruction causing the
interruption cannot be precisely identified.
After a multiple-exception imprecise inter:ruption on a Model 91, certain exceptions will remain unprocessed if the ERROR condition is raised
before all the exceptions have been handled. If the program subsequently is terminated as a direct result of the ERHOR condition being raised
in these circumstances, one or more of the following messages will be
printed out.
IHE8101 PROTECTION EXCEPTION UNPROCESSED AFTEH MULTIPLE-EXCEPTION IMPRECISE INTERRUPT
IHE8111 ADDRESSING EXCEPTION UNPROCESSED AFTEH MULTIPLE-EXCEPTION IMPRECISE INTERRUPT
IHE8121 SPECIFICATION EXCEPTION UNPROCESSED
IMPRECISE INTERRUPT

Al~TER

MULTIPLE-EXCEPTION

IHE8131 DATA EXCEPTION UNPROCESSED AFTER MULTZPLE-EXCEPTION
INTERRUPT

I~PRECISE

IHE8141 ZERODIVIDE UNPROCESSED AFTER MULTIPLE·-EXCEPTION IMPRECISE
INTERRUPT
IHE8151 OVERFLOW UNPROCESSED AFTER MULTIPLE-EXCEPTION IMPRECISE
INTERRUPT
16
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SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT RECORDING

The System Environment Recording (SER) function components have ceen
constructed 8pecifically for the Model 91. As such, they are required
for reliabiLity a:hd serviceability considerations.

The resident v,ersion (SER 1) of the System Environment Recording function is the only one that supports the Model 91.

EREP
The versi()n of the Environment Recording Edit and Print (EREP) function used by the l~odel 91 is compatible with the MVT configuration of
the operatin9 system. This version will run as a job under the MVT
option of thE~ IBM System/360 Operating System.

System Environment Recording
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SYSTEM GENERATION (SYSGE®

When the starter Operating System is used by the IBM System/360
Operating System to generate a configuration of the NVT version on a
Model 91, the INHIBIT OVERLAP switch on the system control panel must be
in the "inhibit overlap" position. By inhibiting overlap, instructions
will be executed serially and precise program interruptions will occur
for all exceptions except protection exceptions. Portions of the starter operating system depend on the adherence to these two factors for
correct execution.
Regardless of the generating system used, the following macro
instructions are required when generating a new MVT version of the
operating system for the Model 91.
It is essential that all required
parameters and values be specified as indicated.
• CENPROCS
• SUPRVSOR
If FORTRAN is included in the system, certain operands must be specified in the FORTLIB macro instruction.
If PL/I is included in the system, certain operands must be specified
in the PL1 macro instruction.
In ad~ition, there are system generation considerations for using the
IBM 2250 Display Unit, Model 1 as an operator's console (as discussed in
t.l1e next main section of this publication).
These considerations pertain to the use of the SCHEDULR macro instructicn.

18

THE CENPROCS MACRO INSTRUCTION
The CENPROCS macro instruction describes the central processing unit.
The format of this macro instruction, using the conventions described in
the System Generation publication, is as follows:

r------T-----------T---------------------------------------------------,I

I Name I Operation I Operand

~------+-----------+---------------------------------------------------~
CENPROCS
MODEL=91
J

STORAGE~! ~:l
INSTSET=UNIV
[FEATURE=(feature[,feature])]
______ ___________ ___________________________________________________
J
~

~

Operand Parameters
MODEL=91
specifies the Model 91 as the central processing unit.
STORAGE=size
specifies the size of main storage as one of the following values:
Value
J
K

JK
KK
L

JL
KL

Storage Size
1,048,576
2,097,152
3,145,728
4,194,304
4,194,304
5,242,880
6,291,456

(in bytes)

INSTSET=UNIV
specifies that the central processing unit bas the Universal
Instruction Set. The value of UNIV is implied although the decimal
feature on the Model 91 includes only the "EDIT" and "EDMK"
instructions. The inclusion of the Decimal Simulator routine
(IEAXDSOO) is NOT to be implied by the use of UNIV.
FEATURE=featuren
specifies the optional features that may be installed in the central processing unit as one or more of the following values:
TIMER (interval time~
PROTECT (storage protection)
On the Model 91, both features are implied whether or not this
parameter is coded.

System Generation

(SYSGE~
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THE SUPRVSOR MACRO INSTRUCTION
The task supervisor options are selected through the use of this
macro instruction. The format of this macro instruction, using the conventions described in the System Generation publication, is shown below.
In the discussion of the operands for this macro instruction, only those
descriptions that either amend or are to replace the descriptions given
in the System Generation publication are ShOWL here. The remaining
operand descriptions are as shown in the SystEm Generation publication.

r------T-----------T---------------------------------------------------,I

I Name I Operation I Operand

~------+-----------+---------------------------------------------------~

SUPRVSOR

[RESIDNT= (function [, function] ••• ) ]

OPTIONS= (option [,option] ••• )
WAIT= {S INGLE }]
[
MULTIPLE

~

TIMER= TIME
INTERVAL}]
{JCBSTEP
[TRACE=number)

SER=SERl
______ i ___________ i __________________________
.________ _________________ J

Operand Parameters
OPTIONS=(option [,option n ])
specifies the supervisor options as descz"ibed in the System Generation publication and/or by the following text:
DECSIM
specifies the inclusion of a decimal simulator routine. When the
operating system includes COBeL, PL/I, or RPG, the DECSIM option
should be specified. For processor-type system generation, using
either COBOL, PL/I, or RPG, a decimal siroulator routine should
already reside in the operating system being generated.
SER=SERl
specifies the resident version of the system environment recording function.
By using the SER1 value, a nucleus that can only
be used on the Model 91 is generated. This parameter is
required.
Note:

20

For the Model 91, the use of the COMM option is recommended.
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THE FORTLIB

M.AC~O

INSTRUCTION

The FOHTLIB macro instruction specifies that the FORTRAN subroutine
library (SYS1.F01<TLIB) is to be included in the operating system being
generated. In t.he di scussion of the operands for this macro instruction, only those descriptions that either amend or replace the descriptions given in the System Generation publication are shown here. The
remaining operand descriptions are as shown in the System Generation
publication ..

r------T-----------T---------------------------------------------------,
OpE~rat ion I Operand
I

I Name I

~------+--------.---+---------------------------------------------------~

FOHTLIB

DESI GN= {~}

[UNI T=name]
[VOLNO=serial]
[UNTAB LE=number]
[OBJERR=uni t]
[ONLNRD=uni t]
[ONLNPC H=uni t]
BOUNDRY=NOALIGN
L _____ -L- ___. ________ .l. _________________________________________________
_

Operand Paramet ers
BOUNDRY=NOALIGN
specifies that the execution-time boundary-alignment routine should
be excluded from the system.

System Generation

(SYSGE~
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'THE PL1 MACRO INSTRUCTION
The PL 1 macro instruction specifies that thE~ PL/I compiler is to be
included in the operating system being generatE:!d. In the discussion of
the operand field for this macro instruction, only the modifications
(for the Model 91) that are not given .in the System Generation publication are described here.

r-----T-----------T-----------------------------------------------------,

I Name I Operation I Operand

I

~------+-----------+----------------------------------------------------~

I

~

l'

I PL1

~

y

I DESIGN=F

I

J/

~.

~/

1} ]

~

I
I
I [
{NOM9
I
I
I
I
I OBJCODE= M91
I
I
I
I
IL-_____ LI ___________ I ____________________________________________________
[DELETE= (i tern [, item] ••• )]
JI
~

Operand Parameters
OBJCODE
specifies the default option at compilation time for the inclusion
in the object program of bot.h coding and an additional module to
support the Model 91.
M91 specifies the inclusion of the coding
and the module; NOM91 specifies that the coding and the module are
not to be included •
. DELETE
(The list of items which can be specified for this operand also
includes M91 and NOM91. See the System Gt:neration publication.)
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THE SCHEDULH MACRO INSTRUCTION

Programming support for the 2250 System Operator's Console allows an
IBM 2250 Display Unit Model 1 to be specified as either a priroary or an
alternate consoll~. The SCHEDULR macro instruction described in the System Generation publication, must be used to specify job scheduler
options. The CONSOLE and ALTCONS operands may specify the address of a
2250 equi.pp(~d with a 4K or 8K buffer, an alphameric keyboard, a Light
Pen, and a character generator. The address of the 2250 can be specified in either the CONSOLE or ALTCONS operand, but not in both.
Note: When the primary and alternate console devices are specified at
system genel~ation time, the considerations given in the following table
must be observed,.

r------------------------T----------------------T------------------------,

I

Primary Console

I

Alternate Console

I

Acceptable Combination I

~-----------------------+----------------------+------------------------~

I
2250
I
non-2250
I
Yes
I
I
I
I
I
I
non-2250
I
2250
I
Yes
I
I
I
I
I
non-2250
I
non-2250
I
Yes
I
I
I
I
I
I
IL _______
2250
I ______________________
2250
I ________________________
No
- __ .____________ .J..
.L
JI

System Generation

(SYSGEN)
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GENERAL INFORMATICN ABOUT THE 2250 DISPLAY UNIT

The information in this section describes how to use the IBM 2250
Display unit Model 1, as a system operator's console on the IBM System/
360 Model 91. The functions and uses of the g~neral display areas of
the 2250 screen are explained in detail.
In addition, operating techniques not covered in the publication IBM System/360 Operating System
Operator's Guide, hereinafter referred to as the operator's guide, are
included here. Information for starting the system, controlling input
and output, controlling jobs through commands and statements, operating
techniques, and answering messages, that is found in the operator's
guide is applicable to this programming support.

PROGRAMMING SUPPORT
Use of the IBM 2250 Display Unit Model 1, (referred to here as the
2250) as a console input/output device on the IBM System/360 Model 91 is
supported by System/360 Model 91 programming support. With the 2250,
faster communication is provided between the operator and the system
than a typewriter could provide, and more information can be shown than
is feasible with a typewriter. The prograrrming support enables the
operator to perform the following functions:
• Observe displayed messages from the system and from the problem
programs.
• Reply to messages which require replies.
• Issue commands to the system.
• Request display of system status information.
A hard copy of messages, replies, and commands can be provided.
Al though ·the 2250 is a standard feature on the Model 91, the use of a
2250 as a system operator's console is optional, i.e., an installation
can decide to use some other device as its primary console. The 2250
can be specified at system generation time as a primary console along
with either a 1052 Printer-Keyboard or a composite console made up of
two devices, a card reader and a printer, in order to provide for a hard
copy of commands and messages. Messages are displayed by the 2250 and
can be printed by a 1052 or by a printer. Commands can be entered and
displayed by the 2250 and can be printed by means of the 1052 or by a
printer.
Any 2250 can be specified at syste~ generation time as the primary or
the alternate console (see the section "The SCHEDULR Macro Instruction"). The 2250 can be switched from pri~ary to alternate console status or from alternate to primary console status, as described in the
operator's guide.
Note:
When switching the 2250 from an alternat.e console status to a
primary console s·tatus, it may be necessary to depress the ALT and END
keys to get a display.
General Information About the 2250 Display Unit
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The operator can make the 2250 available for problem program usage by
placing it in alternate console status. However, when a 2250 in alternate console status is allocated to a problem program, it is not available as a primary console until the job it is allocated to has been
terminated.

MACHINE CONSIDERATIONS

The 2250 attached to the maintenance console as a standard feature of
the Model 91, or any other 2250 attached to the Model 91 via an input/
output channel, may be used as the system operator's console. Use of a
2250 as a primary system operator's console makes it unavailable for use
with problem programs.
The 2250 attached to the maintenance console must be equipped with
the following features:
•
•
•
•

8192-byte Buffer
Light Pen Detect
Alphameric Keyboard
Character Generator

Any other 2250 to be used as a system operatol:'s console requires only a
4096-byte buffer, but it must be equipped with the other features listed
above.

2250 ATTACHED TO THE MAINTENANCE CONSOLE
The 2250 attached to the Model 91 rraintenance console can be connected by a manual switch to the system control panel (maintenance
mode) , or can be connected to the Model 91 via a 2860 Selector channel
or a Selector subchannel of a 2870 Multiplexor channel (non-maintenance
mode) •
In maintenance mode, the 2250 is not under program control, is connected only to the system control panel, and :LS not available as a system operator's console or problem program device.
(See the publication,
IBM System/360 Model 91, Functional Character:Lstics.)
It can only be
used as an output device capable of displaying storage, CPU registers,
or storage control registers.
In non-maintenance mode, the 2250 is connected to an input/output
channel and may be used either as a system opf~rator's console or as a
problem program device.
In this mode, the 2250 is entirely under program control.

OTHER 2250'S
Any other 2250 included in the Model 91 configuration, but not
attached to the maintenance console, can be a1:tached and connected to
the Model 91 via a 2860 Selector channel or by a Selector subchannel of
a 2870 Multiplexor channel.
It may be used a:~ either a system operator's console or a problem program device, but in either case it cannot
be used in maintenance mode.
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USING THE 2250

The basic display illustrated in Figure 1 will be available to the
system operator. This display is divided into four general areas. The
line numbers for each area are shown in parentheses. These line numbers
appear in the figure for illustration purposes only and are not in the
actual screen display. The display areas are:
(WT~

1.

Write-to-Operator

Message Display Area

2.

Wri te-to-Operator wi th Reply
through 44) •

3.

Entry Display Area (lines 46 and 47) •

4.

Control Display Area

(W'IOR)

(lines 3 through 39).

Message Display Area

(lines 41

(lines 49 and 50).

Single asterisks preceding alphameric characters indicate options that
can be selec"ted with the Light Pen. Light Pen detects on these characters (see note) result in an action of some kind being taken.
Note:

In the case of header lines, the Light Pen detect is ignored.

The functions and uses of these areas are explained in detail in the
paragraphs that follow.
WRITE-TO-OPERATOR MESSAGE DISPLAY AREA
The Write--to-Operator (WTO) message display area displays all messages issued by a WTO macro instruction, or its equivalent, in the control program or in a problem program.
The WTO area consists of 37 line"s, each capable of containing a
single messaqe. 'rhe header line for this area is II*WTO MESSAGES" (see
Figure 1, line 2). A maximu.m of one 74-character line is allowed for
each message.. Lines containing more than 74 characters are truncated.
Each new message is entered at the bottom of the area, provided that a
line is available and the MSGE HOLD option is NO (see IIMSGE HOLD * NOli).
As each new messaqe is entered, the old messages rnove up one line.
All messages in the WTO area must be jeleted by means of the Light
Pen. When a Light Pen detect is received on any of the displayed characters in a message, the message will be flagged and a set of action
options will appea.r on the right-hand side of the line (see Figure 2,
line 39). If necE~ssary the last characters of the message are temporarily over.writ1:en. The Light Pen must then be used to select one of
the following action options:
YES

delete the selected message. The message will be erased and all
messages bE~ing displayed above it will move down one line.

NO

do not: delete the selected message.
will be restored with no change.

ALL --

The original message text

deletE~ the selected message and all messages
sEdectE~d messages will be erased.

displayed above it.

The

Using the 2250
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After a message (or messages) has been deleted, a new message can be
entered on the bottom line unless the MSGE HOLD option in the Control
Display area is YES (see "MSGE HOLD * YES").
New messages can be
allowed to enter the WTO area by selecting the MSGE HOLD * NO option in
the Control Display area.
A warning message is displayed in the Control Display area (see
Figure 3, line 49) and an audible alarm is sounded when a new message
cannot be displayed. The warning is deleted when the new message is
displayed.

WRITE-TO-OPERATOR WITH REPLY t<1ESSAGE DISPLAY AREA
The Write-to-Operator with Reply ~TOR) message display area displays
all messages issued by WTOR w.acro instructions, or their equivalents, in
the control program or in a problem program.
The WTOR area consists of four lines, each capable of containing a
single message (see Figure 1, line 41 through 44).
The header line for
this area is "*WTOR MESSAGES" (see Figure 1, line 40).
A maximum of one
74-character line is allowed for each message.
A new message is displayed on any available line in the WTOR area and on th~ bottom line of
the WTO area if there is a line availatle in toth areas. An audible
alarm is sounded as each new message is displayed.
When a reply to a WTOR message is received and accepted (see "Entry
Display Area"), the corresponding message is deleted from the WTOR and
the reply will be displayed in the WTO area.
WTOR messages may be deleted ty Illeans of tt,e Light Pen in the same
manner as WTO messages, except that when an ir:,dividual message is
selected, the ALL option will not aFpear on tt.e right hand side of the
line. Messages will be automatically deleted if the issuing task is
terminated.
A warning message similar to the one shown for the WTO area is displayed in the Control Display area and an audible alarm is sounded when
a new message cannot be displayed.
The warnir:lg is deleted when the message is displayed.

ENTRY DISPLAY AREA
The Entry Display area is used to enter and display operator commands
and to enter replies to WTOR messages. The header line for this area is
"***USE KEYBOARD TO ENTER COI~~.ANDS***lII (see Figure 1, line 45).

I

This area consists of two lines which may contain a single reply or
command. A reply or a command may contain a maximum of 126 characters
in the two lines.
The Entry Display area is initialized with non-displayable characters. Therefore, the cursor will not be displayed except when the
operator has caused i t to move, by means of the BACl<SPACE or JUMP keys,
so that i t is positioned at a displayable character, e.g., alphabetic,
numeric, special, or blank.
Replies or commands are entered under cursor control by means of the
alphameric keyboard.
The cursor moves to the right one position for
every character in the reply or command placed in the Entry area.
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To indicate the end of the reply or command, the operator depresses
the ALT and END keys. After the END key is depressed and the entry is
read, the Entry Display area is blanked, and the cursor is reposi tioned
at the left of the Entry Display area.
The entry will be displayed in
the WTO area and truncated to 74 characters.
To make a correction to a reply or comman.:-!, the operator depre sses
the BACKSPACE key and, after proper repositioning, retypes the desired
entry. To indicate cancellation of re:olies or commands, the operator
depresses the AL'l~ and CANCEL keys. When the cancelation is completed,
the Entry Di.splay area is blanked, and the cursor is repositioned at the
left of the Entry Display area.
CAUTION: Ot,her attentions, e.g., Light Pen, should not be issued until
the Entry Di.splay area has been blanked; otherwise the previous attention will be lost.•

CONTROL DISPLAY AREA
The Control Display area of the screen (see Figure 1, lines 49 and
50) displays the options available to the operator via the Light Pen for
selecting and controlling information to be displayed. WTO and WTOR
warning messages are displayed in this area as they occur (see Figure 3,
line 49).
'I'he hE~ader line for this area is "***USE LIGHT PEN TO SELECT
OPTIONS***" (see Figure 1, line 48) •
The operator selects an option by detecting via the Light Pen on any
These options are:

of the displayed characters in the desired option.

• *UNITS
• *COtVW1ANDS
• MSGE HOIrD
•. MSGE PRINT

*

YES

*

YES

*

NO

*

NO

The functions of these options are described in the paragraphs that
follow.
UNI'I'S
This opti.on p:r:oduces a uni t status table of 3-digit hexadecimal
addresses of all input/output' devices in the systelt and their current
status (see Figure 3, lines 10 through 25). A maximum of 96 device
addresses ca.n be displayed. The header line for the unit status table
is "*UNIT STATUS UNIT STATUS.....
(see Figure 3, line 9). The address
of each devi.ce is shown under the UNIT heading and the status of the
device (i. e., ALIJOC (on line and allocated), UNALLOC (on line and unal-e
located), OF.'FLINE, RDR (Reader), WTR (Writer), SYSRES (System Re si dence)
, CONSOLE, or AL'l~CONS (Alternate Console»
is shown under the STA'IUS
heading.
The unit statUls table is displayed in the WTO area. The table may
temporarily overlay WTO messages in the area.
The presence of the unit
status tablE~ does not affect the adding of messages to the WTC area.
Messages not, overlayed by the unit status table are retained.
This table may be deleted by a Light Pen detect on any character of
the line, "***USE LIGHT PEN TO ERASE UNITS***". The messages overlayed
by the table are restored.
Using the 2250
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COMMANDS
This option produces a list of operator command verbs.
The list is
displayed on 8 lines in the WTO area (see Figure 2, lines 21 through
34). The table may be temporarily written ovc~r WTO messages in the
area. Older messages are displayed above the list and newer messages
are displayed below it. The list is positionc~d in the WTO area below
the unit status table so that both the command verb list and the unit
status table may be displayed at the same time.
After the list of conunand verbs is display,:d, the operator must disthe Light Pen at any
of the selected command will be displayed in place of the command verb list (see Figure 3,
lines 21 through 34). The formats of the comu·ands duplicate those
described in the operator's guide, including brackets to indicate
optional Parameters and braces to indicate a Ghcice of parameters.
Parameters shown in upper case in the operato)::-' s guide will be displayed
using large-size characters; parameters shown in lower case will ce displayed using basic-size characters.

play the format of a specific command by direc:ting
I character
in the desired comIrand verb. The format

The command format display may be deleted by a Light Pen detect on
any character of the line, "* * *USE LIGHT PEN 'ro ERASE COMMAND * * *" . The
messages displaced by the command format are :cedisplayed in the WTO
area.
t-'lSGE

HOLD

*

YES

This option is selected by a Light Pen deb=ct on the YES in MSGE HeLD
YES (see Figure 2, line SO). The YES is underlined when in effect.
This option prevents all messages issued by wro macro instructions or
their equivalents either in the control program or in the problem program from being entered into the WTO area. Mc:ssages may be deleted by
Light Pen option while the MSGE HOLD option i:3 YES.

*

MSGE HOLD

*

NO

This option is select ed by a Light Pen detc=ct on the NO in MSGE HOLD
NO (see Figure 2, line SO). The NO is unde:clined when in effect.
Selection of this oItion negates the MSGE HOLD * YES option. The operator must use this option following a MSGE HOLD * YES option before he
can again receive messages in the WTO area. 'vhen the system is initialized, the MSGE HOLD option is NO.

*

MSGE PRINT * YES
This option is selected by a Light Pen det4~ct on the YES in MSGE
PRINT * YES (see Figure 2, line 49). The YES is underlined when in
effect. This option allows a hard-copy of wTO and WTOR messages to be
printed by an alternate console, i.e., typewriter or printer, if one is
present. When the system is initialized, the MSGE PRINT option is YES.
MSGE PRINT

*

NO

This option is selected by a Light Pen detc~ct on the NO in MSGE PRINT
NO (see Figure 2, line 49). The NO is unde]~l ined when in effect.
This option bypasses printing a hard-copy of NTO and WTOR messages by an
alternate console, i.e., typewriter or printer.

*
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ERROR HANDLING
Both synchronous and asynchronous errors way occur on the 2250. Synchronous errors occur during an input/output operation. Asynchronous
errors occur at any ti~e during display regeneration, but not while an
input/output operation is being performed. The following paragraphs
explain how 1:he programming support for the 2250 System Operator's Console handles these errors.

SYNCHRONOUS ERRORS
When synchronous errors occur on either the primary or alternate console, and the 2250 is specified as the prirrary console, the operator can
switch the alternate console to primary status by pressing the INTERRUPT
key, as described in the operator's guide.
Synchronous errors occurring on the 2250 cause the screen to be
blanked. Synchronous errors occurring on the alternate console cause
the output of messages to be discontinued.

ASYNCHRONOUS ERRORS
When an asynchronous error occurs on the 2250, the screen is blanked
and the following message appears:
"A 2250 ERROR HAS OCCURRED. RECENT LIGHT PEN OR KEYBCARD ACTION
MAY NEED TO BE REPEATED. PLEASE USE LIGHT PEN HERE * TO RES'IART
DISPLAY~ BUFFER ADDRESS OF ERROR IS
(xxxx)"
The messaqe which notifies the operator of the occurrence of an asynchronous error will contain the buffer address of the byte which caused
the error. If the error occurs twice consecutively at the sawe buffer
address, the programming support will either:
(a) bypass the 2250 and
continue message output using the hard-copy console, if one is available; or ~) place the buffer address and hexadecimal "0800," i.e., data
check, in Register 15 before putting the system into a Wait state.
When the operator performs a Light Pen Detect on any character in the
message, the display will be restored. The displays restored will
include WTO, WTOR, and warning messages, and MSGE HOLD and clSGE PRINT
options. However, Unit Status, command formats or message delete
options (YES-NO-AL~ will not be restored, and the Entry area will be
blanked.
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(0)

(1 )
(2)

*** USE LIGHT PEN TO DELETE MESSAGES ***
*WTO MESSAGES

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11 )
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

(21 )
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31 )
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41 )
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)
(51)

Figure
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*WTOR MESSAGES

*** USE KEYBOARD TO ENTER COMMANDS ***

*** USE LIGHT PEN TO SELECT OPTIONS ***
*UNITS
MSGE PRINT *YES *NO
*COMMAI'JDS MSGE HOLD *YES *N 0

1.

Basic Display

(0) r - - - - - - - - - (1 )
*** 'USE LlG HT PEN TO DELETE MESSAGES***
(2)
*WTO MESSAGES
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11 )
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21 )
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
*** USE LIGHT !PEN TO SELECT COMMAND ***
(26)
(27)
*CANCEl.
*LOG
(28)
*REPLY
*STOP
(29)
(30)
*DISPLAY
*MODIFY
*RESET
*UNLOAD
(31 )
(32)
*HALT
*MOUNT
*SET
*VARY
(33)
(34)
*HOLD
*REl.EASE
*START
*WRITELOG
(35)
IEF2471 RBN
192 OFFLINE
(36)
IEF2471 RBN
193 OFFLINE
(37)
IEF2471 RBN
290 OFFLINE
(38)
IEF2471 RBN
291 OFFLINE
(39)
00lEF2471 REPLY 3 CHAR DEVICE N~A~M~E~O~R~C~A~N~C=E~L~~~~~~~~~~*~Y=ES~*~N~O~*~A=LL~
*WTOR MESSAGES
(40)
(41 )
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
*** USE KEYBOARD TO ENTER COMMANDS ***
(46)

(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)
(51 )
1

J:t

igure

*** USE LIGHT PEN TO SELECT OPTIONS ***
*UNITS
MSGE PRINT *YES *NO
*COMMANDS MSGE HOLD *YES *NO

2.

Basic Display With Command List and Action Options
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(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
~n

(28)
(29)
(30)
(31 )
(32)
(33)

*** USE LIGHT PEN TO DELETE MESSAGES ***
*WTO MESSAGES
START WTR OOE
VARY OOC ,ONLINE
IEF9021
OOC
ONLINE
IEF2471
RBN
ALLOCATION RECOVERY
IEF2471
RBN
191 OFFLINE
*** USE LIGHT PEN TO ERASE UN ITS *,,*
*UNIT STATUS UNIT STATUS UNIT STATUS UNIT STATUS UNIT STATUS UNIT STATUS
000 UNALLOC
009ALTCONS
OOC RDR
OOD UNALLOC
OOE WTR
016 CONSOLE
180 ALLOC
181 ALLOC
190 SYS RES
191 OFFLINE
192 OFFLINE
193 OFFLINE
280 ALLOC
281 ALLOC
290 OFFLINE
291 OFF LI N E
*** USE LIGHT PEN TO ERASE COMMAI'\jD ***
*OPERATIONOPERAND
__~~_~~____~~__~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~
REP LY
ID 'TEXT'

II

(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)

IEF2471 RBN
192 OFFLINE
IEF2471 RBN
193 OFFLINE
IEF2471 RBN
290 OFFLINE
IEF2471 RBN
291 OFFLINE
00 IEF2471 REPLY 3 CHAR DEVICE NAME OR CANCEL
*WTOR MESSAGES
00 IEF2471 REPLY 3 CHAR DEVICE NAME OR CANCEL

(44)
(45)

*** USE KEYBOARD TO ENTER COMMANDS ***

(46)

REPLY 00, 'CANCEL '

(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)
(51 )

WTO WAITING-DELETE OR I HOLD=NO '

Figure
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3.

*** USE LIGHT PEN TO SELECT OPTIONS ***
*UNITS
MSGE PRINT *YES *NO
*COMMANC'S
MSGE HOLD *YES *NO

I

Basic Display With Unit Status, Command Format and Warning Message
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OPERATING TECHNIQUES

The operating techni.ques described in the following paragraphs are
not included in 1:he operator's guide. They are to be used by the operator when the 2250 is the primary system operator's console on the Model
91. The operator uses the keyboard on the 2250 in the same manner as
the keyboard on i:.he 1052 Printer-Keyboard, Model 7, except that there
are no REQUEST or EOB keys on the 2250. There is no need for a REQUEST
key, and in place of the ALT and EOB keys, the opera tor uses the AL'I and
END keys on the 2250.

HOW TO

STAR'l~

THE SY STEM

Starting the system includes Initial Program Loading (IPl), readying
the nucleus, and readying the scheduler, as described in the operator's
guide. These procedures are the same except that while the nucleus is
being reajied by the Nucleus Initialization Program (NI~, the 2250 system operator's console will function as follows:
• Old messages will be automatically deleted when the screen is full,
and new messages will be disflayed.
• A Light Pen detect will be considered as a permanent error.
screen will .be blanke1.
Another IPI, will be required.

The

HOW TO ENTER COMLVIANDS FROM THE 2250 KEYBOARD
• Type the command.
• Signal end by pressing the ALT key and the END key.
To correct errors, the operator may cancel the entire line by pressing
the ALT key and CANCEL key, and retype the command. If the entire line
does not need to be canceled, the operator may correct errors by backspacing.
He presses the BACKSPACE key, and after froper repositioning,
retypes the desired entry.
HOW TO USE THE LIGHT PEN

'ro DELETE MESSAGES

• Point the Light Pen at the desired message in the WTO area.
• Activate the Light Pen.
• Point the Light Pen to the desired action option at the right of the
message.
• Activate the Light Pen.
Note:

Complete the above steps before attempting any other action.

Operating Techniques
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HOW TO USE THE LIGHT PEN TO SELECT OPTIONS
• Point the Light Pen at the desired option in the Control Display
area.
• Activate the Light Pen.
HOW TO USE THE LIGHT PEN TO DISPLAY COMMANDS
• Point the Light Pen at the COMMANDS option in the Control Display
area.
• Activate the Light Pen.
• Point the Light Pen at the command verb desired for a display of the
command format.
• Activate the Light Pen.

MESSAGES AND COMPLETION CODES
Programming support for the IBM 2250 System Operator's Console will
utilize the same Wait State PSW error codes dE~scribed in the Messages
and Completion Codes publication. The error codes used are Nucleus
Initialization Program (NIP) error codes and Supervisor error codes.

NUCLEUS INITIALIZATION PROGRAM (NIP)

ERROR CODES

Error codes 000002 through 000007 are the applicable error codes used
by the 2250 System Operator's Console programming support. The conditions causing these error codes to appear and the responses of the
operator remain the same.

SUPERVISOR ERROR CODES
An error code of 0000E2 is used by the 2250 System Operator's Console
programming support when a machine check or a channel failure has
occurred and the system environment recording (SER) option, SER1, is not
present in the system. The operator must perform the IPL procedure wi th
the SEREP program, which is a stand-alone proqram to record machine
environment, and give the results to the Customer Engineer.
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STORAGE ESTIMATES

Table 1 gives the estimates of storage requirements for the Model 91.
The values in this table either must be added to the corresponding sizes
normally computed for the MVT configuration or are requirements for the
modules that are unique to the Model 91. The required storage includes
only those items which result from the system generation specifications
of MODEL=91 in the CENPROCS macro instruction and SER = SER1 in the
SUPRVSOR macro instruction.
To use the information in Table 1, refer in the Storage Estimates
publication to the sections on estimating the requirements for the
following:
• Fixed main storage
• Dynamic main storage
• Auxiliary storage

ESTIMATING THE FIXED MAIN STORAGE REQUIREMENT
The following steps 1-3 should be perforrred, and of the steps 4-7,
only those that are appropriate need be considered.
1.

To computei:he constant rrain storage requirement for MVT, add the
amounts given in Table 1 for PFLIH (162 bytes) and the diagnostic
scan-out area (1264 bytes) to the' fixed amount required by the control program. The total diagnostic scan-out area on the Model 91
contains 1520 bytes, but this includes the 256-byte scan-out area
that is standard on other models.

2.

Determi.ne a round-up factor and add it in so that the fixed amount
required by the control program plus the amount required for the
MVT control program options is a rrultiple of 2K (2048 bytes) •

3.

Since SER1 is required for the Model 91, the size (5900 bytes)
given in Table 1 must be added to the tasic fixed amount to determine the tot~al fixed amount.

4.

If decimal simulation is requested, the basic fixed storage
requirement must be increased by the arrount (3520 bytes) specified
for IEAXDSOO.

5.

When the 2250 is selected as a system operator's console, there are
two considerations:
a.

Fixed main storage:
This must be increased by 4096 bytes for
the Display Console Message (DCM) table, which is placed in the
nucleus.

b.

Link pack area:
The following routines from the link library
are added to those always loaded into the link pack area:
Size
IEECVOP1
IEECVOP2

(in bytesL

1410
2840
Total 4250
Storage Estimates
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Consequently, the link pack area size requirement must be computed for this configuration, first by adding the above 4250
bytes to the total number of bytes contained in the routines
always loaded into the link pack area, and then by rounding up
the result to a multiple of 2K.
Note:
Only two modules are explicitly required to be resident
in the link pack area when using the 2250 as a system operator's console. However, it is recomrrended that, for optimum
use of the 2250, the following five modules from the SVC
library also be placed into the link pack area:
Module

Size (in

IGC3107B
IGC3201B
IGC3407B
IGC3501B
IGC3607B

968
1008
887
944
828
Total 4-635

pyt~

If this is done, the link pack area requirement should be
increased by this arrount (4571 bytes).
6.

When TESTRAN is specified, the size of the PFLIH routine is
increased by 22 bytes, which mus't be addE~d to the total fixed main
storage requirement.
Note:
If the MODE=TRACE operand in the ~~ESTRAN macro instruction
is also requested, the total fixed main Htorage requirement must be
increased by 28 bytes, rather than the previously indicated 22
bytes.

ESTIMATING THE DYNAMIC MAIN STORAGE REQUIREMENT
Steps 1 and 2 provide dynamic main storage considerations for the
Model 91.
1.

The minimum storage requirement for the :3ystem utility program
IFCEREPO (EREP) is 21,300 bytes on the Model 91.

2.

When a PL/I program is corr:piled for the 1-1odel 91, the dynamic main
storage requirement for the obj ect moduli:;! is an additional 210
bytes (i.e., the object module requires 210 bytes more than the
object module of the same program compil,~d for another model of IBLVj
System/360.

ESTIMATING THE AUXILIARY STORAGE REQUIREMEN'I
The following text gives the auxiliary storage requirement considerations for the Model 91.
1.

The size of the SYS1.NUCLEUS data set is comFuted by using the
appropriate formula from the Storage Estimates pUblication.

2.

The size of the SYS1.SVCLIB data set way require an additional
number of tracks as indicated in Table 1 in order to contain the
following modules if the 2250 is specified as a system operator's
console:
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Modul,e

Function

IGC3107B
IGC3207B
IGC3407B
IGC3507B
IGC3607B
IGC3807B

Attention-handling routine
Message buffer handling routine
Puts messages into table for display
I/O routine for message display
I/O routine for message deletion
Routine to handle "units and commands"
option
OPEN and CLOSE for the 2250
Asynchronous error routine

IGC3I07B
IGC3707B

Size (in bytes)
968
1008
887
944
828

Total

898
921
820
7274

Note: At least two 256-byte records will be required for a directory of these modules.
3.

SYS1.LINKLIB has a constant requirement for EREP as specified in
Table 1.

4.

If the 2250 is specified as a system operator's console, the size
of the SYS1.LINKLIB may require an additional number of tracks as
indicated in Table 1 in order to contain the following modules:
Module

Function

IEECVOP1
IEECVOP2

Order program for "units" option
Order program for "commands" option

Size (in bytes)

Total

1410
2840
4250

Note: The number of 256-byte records in existence may suffice to
contain the directory information for these modules.
5.

The size of SYS1.PL1LIB may require one additional track in order
to contain the additional 210 bytes.
(However, the tracks currently defined in the Storage Estimates publication may be able to contain these bytes.)

Storage Estimates
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Table

1.

Additional Storage Estimates for t:ne Model 91

r------T----------T-----------------------------------------,

I

1

I
I
I
I

I
I Component,
I Module, or
I Program
I
1

I

I

Storage Requirements

.--------------------T-------------------~

1Bytes of Main Storag,e

I Tracks of Auxiliary

I

Storage on unit types I
I Fixed 1Dynamic 1Link Pack 1indicated (8)
1
I
1
I Area (1) 1
1
I-----,..-------.---------~

~--------+--------------+----+------+----------+----------------------~

1
1PFLIH
1 162 1
1
1
1
l i S ER 1
15900 1
I
I
1
I Required 1Scan-out Area 11264 1
I
I
1
1
.------------+-----+-----+__-------+-------------------~
1
IEREP (2)
1
121300 I
1 5 of 2301
1
I
1
1
1
I
129 of 23 11
1
I
1
1
1
I
115 of 2314
1
1
~--------------+_---+__-----+----------+_-------------------~
1
1SYS1.LOGREC (3) I
1
1
1 3+D/90 of 2301
1
I
1 15+D/28 of 2311
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
110+0/33 of 2314
1
1--------+--------------+-----+----_.-+---------+------------------~

1
1
1

1
1

I

1
1
1

I

1

I IEAXDSOO (4)
13520
IPL/I
(5)
1
I PFLIH
(6)
I 28
122 50
(7)
1
I NUCLEUS
14096
I LINK LIBRARY 1
I
1
1
1
1 SVC LIBRARY 1
I
1
1
1

1
1210

I
1
1
1
1
1

I

1
1

I

1
1

1
1

I
1
I

1
1
14250
1
1
17274
1
1

1
2
1
1
3
2

of
of
of
of
of
of

2301
2311
231 4
2301
2311
23 1 4

~--------~------------~-----i-------~---------i----------

1
1

I

1

I

1

___________ ~

Notes:
(1) The modules can be executed in the transient area as well as being
in the resident area, except for those f:rom the link library.
(2) Three 256-byte directory records are reqlired for allocation of
newly-defined partitioned data sets.
(3) D=number of devices uniquely addressable.
(4) Includes PFLIH increase of 284 bytes to invoke lEAXDSOO (Decimal
Simulator) •
(5) Implies object-time library only.
(6) Includes 6 bytes for a trace routine and 22 bytes for TESTRAN
code, both of which are optional.
(7) 2250 System Operator's Console Support.
(~
In some cases, it may be necessary to increase the values given inl
this table.
1

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -______________,________________________________ J
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APPENDIX A:

PROGRAM OLD PSW

Table 2, below, indicates the pertinent tit settings in the PSW for
the purpose of identifying precise and imprecise interruptions.
Table

2.

PSW Bits for Interruption Identification

r----------------.---------T-----------------------------------T--------,
I
Type of Interruption
I
I

I

1

I Precise

t-----------------T-----------------~

1

1

~-----------------+-----------------~

1

I

I

1 Imprecise

IBits 16 to 25
ILC:F a
1

1
I

IType of Exception

=

OIBits 27 to 31
1
ILC = a

I

=

1

01
1

I
1

~-----------------+----------------~

IBits 27 to 31

IBits 16 to 25

INotes

1

1

~----------------.---------+-----------------+-----------------+--------~

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Operation
Privileged Operation
Execute
Protection
Addressing
Specification
Data
Fixed-point Overflow
Fixed-point Divide
Decimal Overflow
Decimal Divide
Exponent Overflow
Exponent Underflow
Significance
Floating-point Divide

00001
00010
00011
00100
00101
00110
00 111
01000
01001
01010
01011
01100
01101
01110
01111

10000
01000
00100
000 1 a
00001
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000

00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
10000
01000
00100
00010
00001

(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(5)
(5)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

(4)
(3)
(2)
(2)

~-------------------------~-----------------~--------- ________ i ________ ~

I Notes:
I
I (1) Always precise.
I
I (2) Precise, as simulated by the Decimal Simulator routine.
1
1 (3) Normally imprecise, but is precise if INHIBIT OVERLAP switch is inl
I
the "inhibit overlap" position.
1
I (4) Imprecise when detected, even in the II inhibi t overlap" mode.
I
I (5) Precise or imprecise according to the conditions detected (see thel
I ______________________________________________________________________
Functional Characteristics publication) •
L
J1
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Assembly language program 13
Asynchronous errors 29
light pen detect 29
Attachment of 2250 24
Auxiliary storage requirements
BCR instruction use

7,8,14,15

CENPROCS macro instruction
specific parameters
FEATURE 19
INSTSET 19
MODEL 19
STORAGE 19
COBOL programs 13
Command displays 23
Command format 28
Console specification 23
Console switching 23
Cursor
control 26
display 26

19

Decimal simulator routine 11,12
decimal overflow 12
exception during 11
TESTRAN modes 12
Decoder unit 6
Device status 27
Display areas, 2250 25-27
Dynamic main storage
requirement 35
Entering commands
Error codes 34

33

Fixed main storage
requirement 35
Floating point
exponent overflow
exception 9
exponent underflow
exception 9
mask bit 9
Floating point division 9
long precision 9
quotient 9
short precision 9
FORTRAN library boundary
alignment 14
FORTLIB macro instruction 21
specific parameters
BOUNDARY 21
DESIGN 21

40

FORTRAN programs
interruptions

13
13

36

Imprecise interruptions 6,9-11, 15
INHIBIT OVERLAP switch 18
Instruction length code 10
Instruction processor 6
Interruption handler 11
differences for Model 91
11
Light pen
detects 25,28
use of 33,34
Macro instruction
CENPROCS 19
FORTLIB 21
SCHEDULR 22
SPIE 10,11
SUPRVSOR 20
WTO 25,28
WTOR 26
Maintenance console 24
Message displays 23
Message options 25
Messages for FORTRAN program
exceptions 13,14
Multiple precise interruption 6,15,16
bit indication in PSW 10,11,39
Operating techniques for 2250
entering commands 33
initial program loading 33
light pen usage 33,34
nucleus initialization program
starting the system 33
Operator action
cancellation of replies or
commands 27
correction to replies or
commands 27
end of reply or command 21
Operator commands
entry and display 26
Operator command verbs 28
Operator functions with
2250 display 23
Operator options
COMMANDS 28
MSGE HOLD 28
MSGE PRINT 28
UNITS 27

33

Pipe-line drain 6,10
events initiating 6,7
PL.lI
compilation 14
debugging aid 15
exceptions 15,16
messages 16
Program exceptions 6,7
Program old PSW
interruption codes 39
Program termination 10
RPG programs

13

SCHEDULR macro instruction 22
specific parameters
ALTCONS 22
CONSOLE 22
SPIE macro instruction 10,11
SPIE routine 12
Starter operating system 18
Storage requirement
auxiliary 36
dynamic main 36
fixed main 35

SUPRVSOR macro instruction 20
specific parameters
COMM 20
OPTIONS 20
SER 20
Synchronous errors 29
System generation macro instructions

18

Task termination 11,12,14,16
TESTRAN error routine 11
Unit status table 21
User's exit routine 10
Uses and features of 2250 display
Using the light pen 33,34

24

Write to operator messages 28
Write to operator with reply messages
2250 display areas
:control 27
entry 26
~iite to operator
25
write to operator with reply

28

26

Index
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